
THE IMPORTANCE OF THE MULTICULTURAL UNIVERSITIES

One aspect of the college experience that is often overlooked, but is nonetheless important for students, is the campus'
diversity and.

Board of Education as a source to show a positive impact on integration, the reality was that students were still
being treated unequally and separated from the rest. With the continued support from civil rights groups
coming out of their struggle, many of these students found support on a scale much larger due to the major
push in education to provide equity to all students. School and district-wide practices for the promotion of
multicultural education[ edit ] While individual teachers may work to teach in ways that support multicultural
ideas, in order to truly experience a multicultural education, there must be a commitment at the school or
district level. Educators are aware that learning is easier when there is personal meaning for all students.
Citizens need multicultural education in order to enter into the dialogue with fellow citizens and future
citizens. Colleges and public schools can make improvements to this field by revisiting the foundations of this
freedom movement to be racism existing in education. School policies that do not tolerate bullying or
exclusion are essential for all students and thrive when enforced by teachers, administrators and other staff
members. Fullinwider also brings to light the challenge of whether or not teachers believe and the
effectiveness of a multicultural education. Events that celebrate culture and educate others on heritage help
both white students and students of color to thrive despite a largely disproportional student body. Promote
social justice and equity Enable students to succeed economically in an integrated, multicultural world [4] The
outcomes listed might require great investment or additional effort from the teacher to ensure that the goals
being sought are met. Prejudice Reduction: This dimension focuses on the characteristics of students' racial
attitudes and how they can be modified by teaching methods and materials. To clarify, without a clear
understanding of true culture, educators could easily misattribute detrimental conduct or sub-par behavior to a
minority student's cultural background Fullinwider, or misinterpret signs that a student may require
out-of-school intervention. What seems to have been lost with the introduction of multicultural education was
the desired outcome. Later, by the s, public education advocates argued that educating working people to a
higher level such as the G. Our teacher education programs have been accredited since  Levinson argues that
"multicultural education is saddled with so many different conceptions that it is inevitably self-contradictory
both in theory and in practice, it cannot simultaneously achieve all of the goals it is called upon to serve" p.
Advertisement These advantages have been recognized for years at other schools. News Benefits of studying
in a multicultural environment Studying abroad presents numerous career benefits in any professional field to
the scholars who make a decision of learning in multicultural environment as compared to those who do not.
During the s, educators developed a new approach to the field of multicultural education, examining schools
as social systems and promoting the idea of educational equality. New teachers being able to take a
multicultural education class leads to increased knowledge of diversity, altering of attitudes towards
multiculturalism, and preparedness of them teaching multicultural education to students of a variety of
backgrounds Wasonga,  Did you know? Diversity without unity leads to Balkanization and the fracturing of
the nation-state. Criteria includes books that: Explore differences rather than making them invisible Enrich
understandings of history and life and give voice to those traditionally silenced or marginalized Show how
people can begin to take action on social issues Explore dominant systems of meanings that operate in our
society to position people and groups of people as "others" Don't provide happily ever after endings or
complex social problems [24] "After reading these books, dialog can follow that will enable understanding and
facilitate making connections to one's life. As previous advocates of a multicultural center have argued , it
would certainly bring benefits for students of color, but also be an important asset to the entire student body.
Educational theorists differ from philosophers in that theorists seek to restructure schools and curriculum to
enact "social justice and real equality" Levinson, , p. Every child can learn so it is the teacher's responsibility
to not "track" them, but rather to personalize the curriculum to reach every student. Team Program for other
minorities in more schools can influence more student outlooks on their education and can assist them in
completing necessary credits for high school graduation. National development relies on a society that is
inclusive and accepting of diverse populations, so most every college will have this language.


